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Abstract. The ATMOS Fourier transformspectrometer
was
flown for a fourth time on the SpaceShuttleas part of the
ATLAS-3 instrumentpayload in November 1994. More than
190 sunrise and sunset occultation events provided
measurements
of more than 30 atmospherictrace gasesat
latitudes3 - 49øN and 65 - 72øS, includingobservationsboth
insideand outsidethe Antarcticpolar vortex. The instrument
configuration, data retrieval methodology, and mission
backgroundare describedto place in context analysesof
ATMOS data presentedin this issue.

stratosphere. The projection of the instrumentfield-of-view
(1 - 2.8 mrad) at the tangentpoint limits the effective vertical
resolutionin retrievedprofiles to -• 4 km. The signal-to-noise
ratios of the resulting spectraare in the range 250 to 100:1,
depending on the optical bandpass filter used to select

spectral
regions
between
600- 4750cm-l (16.6- 2.1microns).

Up to eight differentopticalfilters were carriedon eachflight,
with some changedbetween flights to extend the multiple
species measurement within individual observations, while
preservingthe signal-to-noiseratio of the resulting spectra.
Abrams et al. [this issue (a)] discussthe estimatedprecision
reportedwith the ATMOS vertical profiles and comparethese
ATMOS
Instrument
with the standarddeviation of the mean of several profiles
The Atmospheric
TraceMOleculeSpectroscopy
(ATMOS) obtained at low latitudes. The altitude range over which
projectwas initiated in the 1970s, when the central scientific ATMOS profilesare reported,togetherwith a generalguide to
objectives
wereto extendour baseknowledgeof the infrared the precisionsachievedfor each gas are shownin Figure 1.
spectral responseof the stratosphere,measure nearly The upper altitudes coincide with the first appearanceof
simultaneously
the vertical profilesof many atmospheric absorptionfeatures of a particular gas that vary slightly
constituentson a global scale,determineseasonaland annual between successive occultations. The lower altitude limit is
variationsin atmosphericcomposition,and quantify the determined by a combination of factors: rapid increase in
catalytic cycles and other processescontrolling ozone opacity through the troposphere,aerosolsand cloud tops
depletion.This goal led to the ATMOS instrument,a Fourier obscuringthe sun, lack of accuracy in assigningtangent
transformspectrometer
first flown as part of the Spacelab3 heightsand pressuresto individualspectra,and the difficulty
(SL-3) SpaceShuttlepayloadin 1985. The currentinstrument in retrieving stratosphericconstituentvolume mixing ratios
(vmrs) below their peak concentrations.Issueslimiting the
remainsessentially
as described
by Farmer [1987].
in futureanalyses.
ATMOS was designedfor operationin solar occultation lower altituderangewill be addressed
The data processingand inversionmethodsemployedwith
mode, acquiringhigh-resolution,
infraredsolar absorption
spectraof the Earth limb duringorbital sunrisesand sunsets. the ATMOS data follow those described by Norton and
In a typical4 minuteobservation
period,closeto 100spectra Rinsland [1991]. As somechangeshave been incorporatedto
enhanceroutine data processingand to distinguishbetween
are obtainedwith an apodizedresolutionof-•0.01 cm-1. In
lowEarthorbit(~300km) fromtheSpaceShuttle,theheight this current dataset and previous published analyses, the
spacingbetweensuccessive
ATMOS spectravariesbetween4 ATMOS data utilized in the papers in this issue have been

km to lessthan 1 km at tangentheightsin the troposphere, ascribed to 'Version 2'. In brief, after transformation of the
with typicalvaluesof-•2 km at tangentheightsthroughthe interferogramsto power spectra,an averageexoatmospheric
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spectrumis formed for each occultationagainstwhich ratios
are made with successiveatmosphericspectra. The resulting
atmospherictransmissionspectraare essentiallyfree of solar
and instrumental spectral features. The inversion of these
transmissionspectrafollows a general sequence:assignment
of a first-guesstangentheight basedon spacecraftephemeris
data, refinement of the tangent height (or more correctly,
tangent pressure)from spectralfitting to the observedCO2
absorption bands [Abrams et al., 1996], and retrieval of
atmospheric temperature-pressure profiles [Stiller et al.,
1995], followed by a final tangent pressure assignment.
Retrievals of vmr profiles for individual speciesuse spectral
intervals that are chosenbased on the shape and strengthof
target gas absorption,the insensitivity of these features to
errors in temperature, and their relative freedom from
interfering absorptionfrom other constituents[e.g., Gunson
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et al., 1990]. The ATMOS spectrallinelist and associated ATMOS,comparing
conditions
insideandoutsidethe region
spectroscopicuncertainties(leading to systematicuncer- of maximum
ozonelossthathadoccurred
in the preceding

taintiesin the vmrs)arediscussed
in Brownet al. [1996].

months.Manneyet al. [this issue]discussmeteorological
conditions
relevantto ATMOS observations
duringAT-3.
Rinslandet al. [this issue(a,b)] haveusedthe ability of
ATMOS and ATLAS
ATMOS to measurethe components
of the family of reactive
The results from the 1985 SL-3 deployment have been nitrogenspeciesas well as H20 and CH4, to showthatthe
extensivelyreported in the literature, and have demonstrated level of denitrification
withinthe vortexthroughformation
the potential for high-resolution,infrared solar occultation and sedimentation
of polar stratospheric
clouds(PSCs)
observationsto measure the vertical profiles of more than
thirty atmospherictrace gases. Included in this datasetwere
measurementsof vertical profiles of trace gases in the

stratosphere
not measured
previously[e.g.,N20 5, Toonet al.,

occurs at a slightly higher altitude of-20

km than the

maximumlevel of dehydration(as measuredby H20 +
2xCH4), whichappears
at-18 km altitudes.Near 25 km, the
long-lived tracers N20 and CH4 are measuredwith vmrs
equivalentto thosefoundat -50 km [Abramset al., this issue

1986; C1ONO2,Zander et al., 1986; HO2NO2, Rinslandet al.,
1986a; CH 3C1, Park et al., 1986; COF2, Rinsland et al.,
1986b, SF6,Rinslandet al., 1990], which, combinedwith the
measured vertical profiles of other trace constituents,
provided opportunitiesto critically evaluate aspectsof our
understanding of the photochemistry of the upper
stratosphere[e.g., McElroy and $alawitch, 1989; Allen and
Delitsky, 1990; Natarajan and Callis, 1991]. The absorption
featuresof several gaseswere discerniblewell above heights
in the stratosphere,providinginformationfor analyseson the
compositionof the mesosphereand thermosphere[Kumar et
al., 1995;Lopez-Puertaset al., 1992].
The operationalsuccessof ATMOS was realized over the
three flights of the 1992-1994 ATLAS series(AT- 1, AT-2, and
AT-3). Together, these missionsprovided observationsof

HC1 that can be reconciled if an additional source of

vertical profiles of atmosphericconstituents
throughoutthe
tropicsand mid-latitudes,in both hemispheres
and over two

stratospheric
HC1production,
suchasC10+ OH -->HC1+ 02,
is allowed [Michelsen et al., this issue]. The internal

(b)]. Thisair bringshigherlevelsof inorganic
chlorine(HC1
+ CIONO2 + C10), which,by thetimeof theAT-3 mission,has
been convertedmainly to HC1 under the low ozonelevels in
thevortex,whichleadalsoto highervmrsof NO [Rinslandet

al., this issue(a)]. In contrast,measurements
obtainedby
ATMOS duringAT-2 throughthe Arcticvortexin April 1993
show similar descentratesbut, becauseof the shorterdescent

period,lesstotaldescent
[Abramset al., thisissue(c)].
The conditionswithin the polar vorticescan be viewed as
perturbedrelative to the typical conditionsencounteredat
mid-latitudesor within the tropics. However,detailedmodel
studies of mid-latitude ATMOS observations of chlorine sink

andreservoir
species
reveala deficitin thecomputed
levelsof

seasons(Figure 2). In addition, ATMOS obtainedmeasure- consistencyof the ATMOS halogenmeasurements
has been

mentsinsideand outsidethe ArcticpolarvortexduringAT-2,

evaluated
previously
by Zanderet al. [1992]by comparing

and sampledinside and outsidethe Antarctic vortex in AT-3.

the altitude variation of the total chlorine-atom content from

The early November missionof AT-3 providedthe first
opportunity to obtain space-basedmeasurements on the
chemical and dynamical state of the Antarctic vortex with the

all measured
species,
whichincludes
notonlythemajorsink
andreservoirs,
butalsomostof themajorsourcegases.This
analysis is extended using the AT-3 measurementsfrom

breadthof speciesand measurement
precisionprovidedby

ATMOS [Zanderet al., this issue(a)] andMAS (Millimeter
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Figure1. Verticalrangeof tracegasmeasurement
in ATMOS 'Version2' data. Shadings
correspond
to estimated
lc precision
errorin retrievedvolumemixingratio The lowerpanelmapsgasesto the ATMOS opticalbandpass
filtersin whichthey are

measured.
Thespectral
bandpasses
(in cm-i) correspond
to:filter1,600-1180;
filter2, 1100-2000;
filter3, 1580-3340;
filter4,
3150-4800; filter 9, 600-2450; filter 12, 600-1400.
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Figure2. Sunrise
(circles)
andsunset
(triangles)
occultations
observed
by ATMOSonSpace
Shuttle
for (a) Spacelab
3, 29
April-May
7, 1985'(b)ATLAS-l,24March- 3 April1992;(c)ATLAS-2,
8 - 16April1993'and(d)ATLAS-3,
3 - 14Nov1994.
AtmosphericSounder)which measuresCIO [Aellig et al., this ATMOS with in situ measurementson the ER-2 provides
can be usedto
issue], and the total stratosphericchlorine-loadingcompared evidencethat thesespace-bornemeasurements
with values measuredby ATMOS on all four shuttleflights. quantifyNOx in the lower stratosphere.
Co-locatedmeasurementsof water and methaneby ATMOS

This shows that the measured trends in stratospheric

inorganicchlorineand fluorineare consistentwith the growth
in halocarbon source gases, such as chlorofluorocarbons.
Following the approachdiscussedin Gunsonet al. [1994],
the measuredupper stratospheric
HCI and HF from all four
shuttleflights are shownin Figure 3. The roughly 9.5 year

have revealed further evidence of the seasonal variation in the

vmr of water enteringthe stratosphere
[Abbaset al., this issue,

(a)]. Also, the sum H20 + 2xCH 4 has been shownto be
relatively constantin the lower stratospherebut exhibits a
maximum between 35 and 65 km, consistent with oxidation

interval between the first and latest deployment is
sufficientlylong to allow significanttrendsto be discernible
not only in total chlorine and fluorine loading, but also in
many individual species [Rinsland et al., this issue (c);
Zander et at., this issue(b)].
The broad range of speciesmeasuredat the precision and
accuracy achieved by ATMOS over a long time base of
observationsprovidescorrelativemeasurementswith satellite
instrumentssuc• as thoseon the Upper AtmosphericResearch
Satellite [see special issue, J. Geophys. Res., 101, No. D6,
1996]. Relating broad but global space-basedobservations
to the detailed measurementsmade by in situ sensorscarried
on researchaircraft has not always been possible. Chang et
al. [this issue, (a,b)] explore inter-comparisonsof ATMOS
measurementsat northern mid-latitudes with those made by
instrumentson the ER-2 deployedin the sameregion. These
comparisonsreveal good agreement for many species to
within a few percent, and certainly within the estimated
precisionof either data set, confirmingthe potentialto utilize
observations from such disparate sources to study
atmosphericprocesses.However largersystematicdifferences
were evident in the measurementsof CO [Chang et al., this
issue (a)], CCI4, and HCI [Chang et at., this issue(b)]. The

f

measurements
obtained
with a goldcatalysttotal-NOysensor.
Newchurch et al. [this issue] describe the sensitivities and
resultsof accountingfor the rapid diurnal variation of NO and
NO2 along the line-of-sight through the terminator. The
excellent agreement of the diurnally corrected NO from
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Figure 3. Modeled changesin total troposphericchlorine

(Cly) andfluorine(Fy)asdescribed
by Gunson
et al. [1994]
(Fig. 3), alongwith ATMOS datafor upperstratospheric
HCI
and I-IF from 1985, 1992, 1993, and 1994.
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Irion, F. W., et al., Stratospheric
observations
of CH3D andHDO from
of H 2 as a net sourceof water [Abbas et al., this issue, (b)].
ATMOS infrared solar spectra: Enrichments of deuterium in
The ATMOS spectralrange and resolutionallow analysesof
methaneand implicationsfor HD, Geophys.Res. Lett., this issue,
several isotopomersof ozone, water, and methane, and offers
1996b.
the potential for new insight into atmosphericphotochemical Kumar, C. K., et al., ATMOS/ATLAS-1
measurements of
and dynamical processes. Irion et al. [this issue, (a)]
thermospheric
and mesospheric
nitric oxide,J. Geophys.Res.,100,
16839-16846, 1995.
investigate the vertical structure of heavy ozone and find
M., et al., Analysisof the upperatmosphere
CO2(v2)
enrichment
of 160 160 1sO and160••O •60 to be relatively Lopez-Puertas,

constantwith altitude and season. Irion et al. [this issue,(b)]
quantitatively investigate the oxidation of CH3D as a
stratosphericsource of HDO. Moyer et al. [this issue] use
ATMOS measurements of deuterium depletion in
stratosphericwater as evidence that much of troposphericstratosphericexchange is associatedwith rapid convective
events in the troposphere.
ATMOS

Data

The ATMOS 'Version 2' data are available through an
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